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Overview                                                                                    

There were some products for wireless communication between computer and PLC in 

previous years, such as Bluetooth, wireless RF data transmission module. They have not 

gained popularity due to signal function, troublesome setting, short transmission distance and 

etc. With popular using of handheld mobile equipments, such as intelligent mobile phone, and 

tablet PC, in particular, tablet computer Surface with Windows operation system launched by 

Microsoft, has gained popularity among engineers for its Windows operation system supports 

lots of industrial control software.  

As for laptop, tablet PC, intelligent mobile phone, Wireless WiFi is their built-in standard 

configuration. With rapid development of mobile internet, adopting wireless WiFi to realize 

wireless communication between computer and PLC or other industrial control equipment is 

the best choice. This document introduces general solutions for the realization of wireless 

programming monitoring between computer and PLC by using FOURSTAR port and serial 

port to wireless WiFi adapter FS-WF485IE. This solution has following advantages:  

 

 Directly use built-in WiFi of laptop, tablet PC or intelligent mobile phone. Wireless 

adapter is not required to be installed at PC.  

 Signal is stable and reliable; network speed is fast, suitable for mass data 

transmission.  

 Conduct communication within factory’s LAN, not limited by region. Conduct 

place-to-place communication through internet.  

 Connection with PLC is very simple. You only need to get programming cable 

corresponding to PLC plugged into FS-WF485IE’s RS232 socket or Ethernet socket. 

Different PLCs use different programming cables, with different setting of serial port 

parameters.  

 Wireless communication between equipments with no Windows system in industrial 

control industry can be realized, such as between PLCs, between PLC and HMI, 

VVVF, DCS.  

 

Now, communication interfaces of various industrial control equipments, such as PLC, usually 

are: RS232/RS485/RS422 serial port, USB interface, industrial Ethernet port. In the following, 

methods for the realization of wireless communication between computer and these interface 

equipments will be introduced. As for detailed information about FS-WF485IE, please refer to 

User’s Manual for FS-WF485IE on the internet of FOURSTAR.  

 

1. Wireless Programming Monitoring of PLC with RS232/RS485/RS422 Serial Port                                       

As shown in Figure 1-1, programming port of this kind of PLC usually is RS232, RS485, 

RS422 sockets. They have own serial port programming cables for the connection with 

computer. One end of such programming cables shall be plugged into PLC’s programming 

port, and the other end shall be plugged into computer’s RS232 socket. When use 

FS-WF485IE to conduct wireless communication, you only need to get PC plug of 

programming cable plugged into FS-WF485IE’s RS232 socket, and set FS-WF485IE as 
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wireless AP mode, and serial port parameters corresponding to programming cables. Establish 

wireless connection with FS-WF485IE at PC, and install virtual serial port driver VCOMM. 

By this way, serial port of programming cable has been mapped to computer. Next use steps 

are completely same with steps for that directly get programming cable plugged into PC’s 

serial port.  

 

 

Figure 1-1 Wireless programming monitoring of PLC with RS232/RS485/RS422 serial port 

 

As for different PLCs, it is required to use own programming cables and set corresponding 

serial port parameters for FS-WF485IE, as shown in Table 1-1. In this Table, serial port 

parameter: 9600, 7E1, which means Baud rate = 9600bps, data bit = 7, check bit = even parity 

check (E even parity check, O odd parity check, N no check, M mark check, S space check), 

stop bit = 1).  
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Table 1-1 Setting of serial port parameters when FS-WF485IE adapter connects to various 

PLCs 

PLC model  Model of 

programming cable 

Setting of 

serial port 

parameters 

Remarks  

Mitsubishi FX series PLC SC-09 9600, 7E1  

 

Siemens S7-200 

 

PC/PPI+ 

 

9600, 8N1 

Get switch on 

PC/PPI+ in “10 bit” 

position and select 

“Radio/ RF modem” 

for connection.  

 

Siemens S7-300 PC/MPI+ 19200, 8O1  

Siemens LOGO! LOGO! PC-CABLE 9600, 8E1  

Omron CPM2A  

(with external socket) 

FS-CIF02 9600, 8E1  

Omron CPM2A  

(RS232 socket) 

XW2Z-200S 9600, 7E2  

Panasonic FP0 AFC8513 19200, 8O1  

Delta DVP series PLC DVPACAB230 9600, 7E1  

Fuji NB0 NN-CNV3 19200, 8O1  

    

    

 

As for PLC programming cables with special field bus protocols, such as Siemens 

multi-master-station PPI programming cable (multi-master-station PPI protocol), Schneider 

PLC programming cable (UniTelway protocol), Mitsubishi A series PLC, their serial ports 

can’t realize wireless communication. They can get their USB programming cable connected 

with ULink300 to realize wireless communication. Please see introduction in the following.  

 

2. Wireless Programming Monitoring of PLC with USB interface                                                     

Nowadays, almost all of PLCs have USB programming interface which is divided into USB 

interface on PLC body and programming cable for USB interface. As for those serial ports 

which can’t realize wireless communication, it is able to adopt USB programming cable to 

realize wireless communication.  

As shown in Figure 2-1, in this solution, it needs to use FOURSTAR USB equipment 

networking Server Ulink300, get USB of USB programming cable converted to Ethernet port, 

and then FS-WF485IE converts Ethernet to wireless WiFi.  

PC establishes wireless WiFi connection with FS-WF485IE, install connection software SX 

Virtual Link in the computer and get it connected with USB programming cable, and next 

steps are completely same with steps for that directly get USB programming cable plugged 

into PC’s USB interface.  
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As for equipments which can’t realize serial port wireless communication, such as S7-200 

multi-master-station PPI, Siemens CP5711, Schneider PLC, Mitsubishi A series PLC, 

adopting this solution to realize wireless communication between PC and PLC is their only 

choice.  

In this solution, setting serial port parameters for FS-WF485IE is not required. The usage is 

much easier and convenient. It is particularly fit for naive users who don’t know serial port 

parameters.  

 
Figure 2-1 Wireless programming monitoring of PLC with USB interface 

 

If you adopt this solution for USB wireless communication, the communication speed is very 

fast, which is on a par with the speed at time of connection with straight-through cable. And 

serial port communication is much worse that it.  
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Table 2-1 Test results for wireless communication between computer and USB interfaces of 

various PLCs 

Type or model of PLC USB programming cable Test 

result 

 

Siemens S7-200PLC 

USB/PPI, USB/PPI+ OK 

USB/PPIM+ OK 

USB/MPI+, USB Adapter CN OK 

CP5711 OK 

Siemens S7-300PLC USB/MPI+, USB Adapter CN OK 

CP5711 OK 

Siemens LOGO! LOGO! USB-CABLE OK 

Mitsubishi FX series PLC USB-SC09, USB-SC09-FX, FX-USB-AW OK 

Mitsubishi FX3G built-in 

USB interface 

USB A-Mini straight-through cable  OK 

Mitsubishi A series PLC USB-SC09 OK 

Schneider Neza PLC TSXPCX3030, TSXCUSB485 OK 

Omron CQM1H USB-CN226 OK 

USB-CIF31+FS-CN226 OK 

 

Omron CPM2AH 

USB-CIF02 OK 

USB-CIF31+FS-CIF02 OK 

USB-XW2Z-200S OK 

USB-CIF31+XW2Z-S002 OK 

Panasonic FP0 series PLC USB8513 OK 

Panasonic FP1 series PLC USB8551 OK 

Panasonic FP3 series PLC USB8551 OK 

Fuji N series PLC USB-CNV3 OK 

Delta DVP series PLC USBACAB230 OK 

   

   

 

3. Wireless Programming Monitoring of PLC with Ethernet Port                                                      

As shown in Figure 3-1, you only need to use network cable to get port of FS-WF485IE 

connected to port of PLC or other equipments, set FS-WF485IE as AP mode, and establish 

wireless connection between PC and FS-WF485IE, no need of any other settings.  

PC’s IP address shall be set in the same network segment with PLC’s IP address, which 

amounts to that use network cable to directly connect PC’s port to PLC’s port. This solution 

can be used to connect body ports of industrial control equipments, such as PLC, and ports of 

various Ethernet extension modules.  
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Figure 3-1 Wireless programming monitoring of PLC with Ethernet port 

 

4. Related Documents                                                                             

User’s Manual for FS-WF485IE 

User’s Manual for ULink300   http://www.fourstar-dy.com/view.asp?id=403 

Application Tests of Industrial Port and Serial Port to Wireless WiFi Adapter FS-WF485IE on 

Various PLCs 
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